Motorola Bluetooth™ Headset

Dimensions:
A tiny powerhouse, the Bluetooth Headset is smaller than two inches in diameter & weighs less than an ounce.

Talk & Stand by:
The headset features up to 2.5 hours talk and 10 hours stand-by time, storage time (boom closed) 20 days.

Range:
Up to 33-feet (10 Meters)

Additional:
Can be configured to wear on the left or right ear

Compatibility:
The headset is compatible with Bluetooth enabled mobile phones and audio devices from Motorola and other vendors. The Bluetooth sw version for the headset is 1.1. Bluetooth modules that house 1.0 sw will work with the headset, however, when linked for the 1st time, they will receive an error message. To bypass this, pwr off the phone, and then pwr it on. When the unit relinks to the headset, bonding will occur.

Part numbers:
Retail: 98405H (includes charger SPN4940C, Lanyard SYN9490A, Holster SYN9484A, and manual SJJN4500A). Bulk: SYN9006A

Compatibility: Motorola T270, T280i - both require BT clip-in module accessories, other BT 1.1 compatible phones and devices.

What is the Bluetooth Headset?
The new Bluetooth Headset by Motorola offers users a unique, wireless experience using the revolutionary Bluetooth wireless technology. Combining Motorola’s expertise in wireless connectivity and GN NetCom’s proficiency in headset ergonomics and acoustics, the new Bluetooth Headset provides very high quality hands-free, wireless headset-to-handset compatibility. It is a model of efficiency, offering hands-free, wireless connections between most phones that utilize Bluetooth wireless technology.

Whether on the road or in the office, the Bluetooth Headset is your key to connecting to a wide variety of devices without cable attachments. Gone are the days of carrying bulky cords and trying to find a place to plug them in. Bluetooth connections are virtually instantaneous and do not require devices to be within line of sight.

The headset’s compact over-the-ear (OTE) style adds convenience and comfort. The new Bluetooth Headset by Motorola offers supreme versatility with the capability to be worn over either ear while the volume control remains in an upward position, making it easy to locate.

Navigation:

Headset Off (boom closed)
1—Headset Indicator light Provides visual cue about headset status.
2—Volume Control Adjusts speaker (receive) volume up and down.
3—Microphone Picks up your voice input.
4—Boom Contains microphone and controls power (On/Off) status of headset.
5—Earhook Attaches headset to ear.
6—Speaker Plays the sound you receive on the call.
7—Charging Port Receives the plug for your battery charger.
8—Lanyard Loop Lets you attach a lanyard to the headset, so you can wear the headset around your neck and always keep it near.
9—Multifunction Button © Controls several headset functions.

Headset On (boom open)

Charging:
The battery in this headset is self contained, and can be charged by a standard P2K charger. For optimal use, charge battery for 2 hours. When the battery requires recharging, five rapid high tones will be heard through the headset speaker, and repeated at 20 second intervals.

How to Charge

Step
1 Plug the Motorola charger into the headset, with the charger’s release tab and the headset both facing up.

2 Plug the other end of the charger into an electrical outlet. During charging, the headset indicator turns on and remains lit until charging is complete. Your headset requires approximately two hours to receive a full charge.

3 When charging is complete (indicator is off), remove the charger from the electrical outlet, press the release tab, and detach the charger cord from the headset.
Troubleshooting Tips

Placing a call:
- 1st Link your headset to the phone!
- From Phone Keypad:
  - Dial the #' via the phone keypad
  - Press SND from phone or press the headset multifunction button

Voicedial:
- Press the Multifunction key
- Say the voice tag name (a tone sound will prompt you to speak the name for the person you wish to call, as entered in the Phonebook).

Redial:
- Turn Voicedial feature off
- Press the Multifunction key to recall the last number dialed
- Press Multifunction key again to send the call

Ending a Call:
- Press the Multifunction key (a tone will emit when the call disconnects).

Receive a Call with Headset On & Links
- A tone will sound in your headset (if boom is open & links)
- To answer press the Multifunction key

How do I switch from phone to HS?
- Open the boom to activate the auto-transfer feature
- If the boom is open & the call is on the phone, press the Multifunction key